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New Season Preview - 2012/2013
Get ready for the Amazon Season! Just a Few Openings Remain in 3 Fantastic Fisheries

World Record Peacocks - We return
this fall to fish the exclusive, protected
waters of the Rio Marie (Tucano) in
the Amazon’s most remote region. Too
far away for routine access, this Indian
reservation fishery could hold the next
world record peacock bass.

Comfort and Elegance Afloat - The Amazon’s most polished and productive fishing
machine, the Blackwater Explorer Yacht is
preparing another assault on the waters of the
Rio Negro Basin for the 2012 and 2013 fishing season. This luxurious operation is indisputably the best fishing value in the Amazon!

Incredible Variety - We return to the Rio
Travessão with an upgraded safari camp
to keep you comfortable and a new satellite camp to provide more water to explore. This haven for river giants holds
monster catfish, fierce payara, acrobatic
bicuda and tough fast-water peacocks.

The “Mysterious” Rio Marie (Rio Tucano)
…. Summer Notes ....
l Fishing Seminars - Need an engaging
topic for your fishing club’s next meeting or
an attraction for your tackle shop? Take
advantage of our off-season availability and
talk to us about a free Amazon fishing seminar. We guarantee you’ll learn a lot and
enjoy the presentation too.
l Fishing Shows - There have been many
schedule changes in the winter 2013 fishing
show schedule, so we can’t post them all yet,
however, be sure to look for us at DSC in
Dallas, SCI in Reno and at the Toronto
Sportsman’s Show. Watch this spot for
details, dates and more shows, coming soon.
WANTED - Your participation in our
newsletter, “Fishing News”. We’re looking
for interesting articles, fishing tips, photos
and letters that you’d like to submit. Help us
make our newsletter more varied and relevant to the traveling angler.
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Monster Peacock bass Trip

The Rio Marie is one of the world’s most
exciting peacock bass fisheries. Located in a
protected Indian resEarl Hancock with
ervation, this remote
and inaccessible river
a 27 pound Rio
holds amazing proMarie monster
portions of trophy
sized peacocks.
World record breaking specimens are
undoubtedly swimming in this system.
With the closure of
the Rio Unini, the
Marie is the place to
go for the angler who
wants a shot at the fish of a lifetime. Acute Angling with its exclusive access, provides comfortable, floating bungalow trips to this great fishery.
Pretty clear and pretty simple, no? So, what’s the
mystery? Read on - we think the real mystery is
how it’s possible for some business people to
obscure the truth and behave the way they do.
Two years ago, we made our first exploratory
foray into this remote giant peacock fishery.
Quick, impressive success led us to return with a
full schedule in 2011. That’s where the fun began. We caught amazing numbers of huge trophy
peacocks on prop baits, jigs and whatever else we
could throw at them. The word got out and the
fishery’s reputation quickly grew; and, as with

every new and desirable innovation, the copycats
quickly piled on. No fewer than half a dozen
agencies representing an unprincipled
outfitter are trumpeting their scheduled trips to this
fishery. Here’s
where the mystery
comes in. None of
them have access to
the fishery! How
can they blatantly
accept deposits for a
trip they can’t deliver? It’s easy …
use an old salesman’s trick called “bait and
switch”. They’ll offer something they don’t have
access to and they won’t worry about delivering
… they’ll just send you someplace else. Not
much different than some shady auto dealers who
lure buyers in with an impossible bargain and then
tell you, “Ah, too bad. You should have been here
earlier, they’re all gone already”. Many anglers
may never even know the difference.
There has been a year’s worth of gossip and
rumor about the Rio Marie on various bulletin
boards and forums, but the fact of the matter is
that Acute Angling is the holder of a 5-year contract with the federation of tribes
controlling the region. Approved
Only 11
spaces
left!
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Rio Marie - Monster Peacock Bass

… Cont’d

the way, we’ve broken nine IGFA world
by a Brazilian government agency (FUNAI
- Brazil’s version of the U.S. Department
Floating bungalow safari - Rio Marie records. Now, we have the pleasure of
offering anglers the opportunity to fish the
of Indian Affairs) and enforced by the BraDeparts Manaus
Returns
Availability
#
virgin waters and unpressured giant peazilian Federal Police, our agreement gives
cock bass of the Rio Marie/Rio Tucano
us (and any other operator we agree to
E2
Sept. 20th, 2012
Sept. 27th
- Full reservation on a comfortable, regularly
include in our access) the rights to fish in
Sept. 27th, 2012
Oct. 4th
- 2 openings - scheduled trip.
these protected waters. We have no plans E3
We’ve fine-tuned our logistics to
to share access with the “bait and switchE4
Oct. 4th, 2012
Oct. 11th
- 2 openings directly access these remote waters with a
ers”. If the Rio Marie is the destination
E5
Oct. 11th, 2012
Oct. 18th
- Full state-of-the-art Cessna Caravan floatplane,
you want to fish, then Acute Angling is
E6
Oct. 18th, 2012
Oct. 25th
- 3 openings - (not a potential day-long boat ride like the
your exclusive source of access.
“bait-and-switchers” are proposing). This
Acute Angling is a unique Amazon out- E7
Oct. 25th, 2012
Nov. 1st
- 4 openings direct access allows us to expand the region
fitter with a broad and ambitious mission,
we can explore and widens our window of fishing time. We’re fully
dedicated to exploring the “edge” of the angling envelope; finding
equipped with a comfortable air-conditioned floating bungalow oppristine new fisheries; introducing anglers to fantastic Amazon speeration accommodating 8 adventurous anglers. With private bathcies; preserving the Amazon aquatic ecosystems; broadening the
rooms, hot showers and 110V AC in each
scientific knowledge needed to protect
unit, there’ll be no roughing it here. The
this precious resource; educating the
mobile floating camp will transport us
local populace in the value of sustainWellington Melo into the heart of the reservation, so that
able harvest and integrating the local
each day we can head off in our fishing
with a big Rio
residents into the opportunities provided
boats to explore the clear black waters,
by sportfishing operations.
Marie peacock
finding new hotspots and perhaps even a
For over a decade and a half, we
new world record.
have worked to explore these new areas
Take advantage of this opportunity to
and to implement these operational conenjoy these great fishing waters. Join us
cepts, enabling international sportfisheron our Giant Peacock Bass Exploratory
men to safely and comfortably experithis Fall, 2012 (see our availability
ence the Amazon’s most secluded and
above). We’ll take a maximum of eight
pristine waters. We’ve roamed far and
anglers per week. The trips are hosted by
wide, always specializing in the unique,
Paul Reiss and Wellington Melo.
the hidden and the inaccessible. Along

The Blackwater Explorer’s New Host
Rudolpho Couchman Joins the Acute Angling Team!
Many peacock bass anglers consider
themselves to be single-minded creatures. I can’t tell you how many times
I’ve heard “Give me great fishing and
you can feed me cardboard and put me
to sleep on the ground ... I’ll be happy.”
Ah, but I know better. Every last piece
of a trip as complex as an Amazon fishing expedition has to work as part of the
whole to make it a true success. That’s
what we strive for. Anglers must have a
bilingual advocate within arm’s reach
who can ensure that their needs are being met; that their comfort is being considered; and who can help them communicate with the staff and guides around
them. In our ongoing pursuit of this
ideal, we are pleased to announce the
addition of Rudolpho Couchman to our
professional staff.
Rudolpho comes to us with a long background in the tourism and
service industry. He has worked as a driver, boat pilot, tourist

guide and host for several
Amazon jungle hotels and
tourist agencies. He speaks
fluent English, Portuguese and
Dutch and has a well-rounded
knowledge of the Amazon’s
wildlife and ecosystem. Best
of all, like all of us at Acute
Angling, Rudolpho is committed to our client’s satisfaction.
Rudolpho is currently in
training with the Blackwater
Explorer staff and will be on
hand, working in conjunction
with Paul Reiss as the Blackwater Explorer’s new host
when our season opens this
September. Join us on the
beautiful Blackwater Explorer
yacht, catch awesome trophy
peacock bass and meet our host Rudolpho. Experience an Amazon
fishing trip where your satisfaction is the primary goal.
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êêêêê Five Stars êêêêê
Acute Angling Returns to the 5-Star Hotel Tropical !

Last season, in our constant pursuit of program improvement, we
revamped some of our Manaus operations. Although we had used the
Tropical Hotel as our client base for almost two decades, it, (kind of
like all of us), was getting a bit long in the tooth. On top of that, a
refurbishment was imminent, prompting us to select an alternative to
avoid the disruption to our clients of upcoming construction and capacity limitations. As a result, we moved our overnights to the Park
Suites Hotel (just down the street from the Tropical), at least until we
could see the results of the planned refurbishment. Well, now the
work has been completed and the Tropical is back to being the brightest star among Amazon Hotels. The rooms have been beautifully redone, capacity is once again back to normal and we’re returning.
After the Copacabana Palace, Frommers describes the Tropical
as the most famous hotel in Brazil. More from Frommers; “Built on
the shores of the Rio Negro, within its own little patch of rainforest,
the Tropical is a destination in itself. Outside there's a vast pool, zoo,
children's play area, archery range (lessons complimentary), a jogging
trail, beach volleyball, soccer fields, horseback riding, and the list

goes on. Inside, the original wing of the hotel is referred to as asa colonial, in contrast to the more modern asa moderna. The colonial
rooms have more character, with beautiful dark-wood furniture and
hardwood floors. The modern rooms are brand new, furnished with
carpets and contemporary decor in light colors. All rooms are a good
size with high ceilings and large windows, and the bathrooms are spacious and modern, with great showers and bathtubs.”
Restaurants at the Tropical Manaus include the Tucano Coffee
Shop, the Karu Restaurant Grill, the Café Brazil, the Bar Aquático and
the famous Lobby Bar with its 24/7 social activity, its international
drink options and its menu for quick snacks and Brazilian and international specialty cuisines. Our clients will receive first class accommodation and service at this classic luxury hotel.
Upon your arrival in Manaus, our transfer agent, James
Medeiros, will bring you promptly to the Tropical where you’ll checkin and overnight prior to your flight to the jungle. Additional nights or
extended stays are available to Acute Angling clients at our volume
package price (p. 6). Just let us know.

Blackwater Explorer Holiday Specials
Fish for the world's most exciting gamefish on the luxurious, comfortably air-conditioned, "Blackwater Explorer" yacht.

The best fishing value in the Amazon

fuss or confusion. The deck's waterline exit lets you walk right onto
your fishing boat - no ladders to climb. We've done our homework to
design the best purpose-built sportfishing vessel in the Amazon.
Luxury and Comfort - Here are just a few of her features.
· Private bathrooms w/sink, toilet and hot shower in each cabin.
· Roomy cabins with plenty of storage space.
· Two meter high ceilings. Six-plus-footers don’t have to duck.
· Spacious dining room and common area. Lots of walk-about space.
· Big, wide, non-slip stairwells.
· Cabin doors open directly to outside spaces.
· Shallow draft - The Explorer can fish areas others can’t.
The "Blackwater Explorer" operates in the midst of the world's
most remote fisheries - who could expect all this on an Amazon fishing adventure? You should! Spend your day on fast bass boats fishing
productive, hidden backwaters, then return each evening to the comfort and security of the yacht. The Blackwater Explorer is the ultimate way to access the incredible Amazon peacock bass.

The Blackwater Explorer’s
great mobility allows us to concentrate on the rivers or regions
with optimal water levels and productivity during each part of our
season. We boast extremely high
catch averages (from 10-50, even
100+ peacocks/day) Trophy fish in
the teens are routine and monsters
over 20 lbs. are taken every week.
Great top water action and superb
fly fishing opportunities abound.
Built to fish - The Explorer’s
broad beam maximizes interior space while keeping length manageably
short. This gives her great maneuverability, letting her penetrate into
- 2012 Special Deals inaccessible, headwaters streams. The yacht's shallow draft (only 1.2 m)
Thanksgiving
week
Nov.
16-23 - $3750 /angler - 4 spaces remain
allows her to readily pass sandbars and obstructions that would keep
other boats back in port.
Pre-Christmas week - Dec. 14-20 - $3250 /angler - Group of 8+ only
Designed for fishermen - The Explorer’s well-organized debarkaCall us, toll-free, for details - (866) 832-2987
tion deck lets anglers get started on their fishing day quickly, without
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The Acrobatic Bicuda
Sleek and streamlined, its wild aerial antics
make it one of the world’s most challenging
and desirable freshwater sportfish !!!

PAGE 4

This material comes from the Amazon
Exotic Species Guide on our website.
For more pages like this and for information
on other Amazon exotics, visit
www.AcuteAngling.com

Bicuda means “beaked” in Portuguese. Just look at that nose. Several
species of Boulengerella and Cytenolucius (a similar genus) are found
in the Amazon basin. Most are small and not pursued by sportfishermen, but B. cuvieri is an altogether different beast. Attaining weights in
excess of 15 pounds, these aggressive fast-start predators are a prized
Amazon adversary. Taking to the air instantly, they keep the fight right
where the angler can see it, above the water. Their bony mouths, repeated jumps and violent headshakes make landing a big specimen an
exceptional angling accomplishment.

Identification Keys

Bicuda—Boulengerella cuvieri —(Agassiz, 1829)

Elongate, pike-like silver body. Bony beak-like mouth with sharp, fine, comb-like teeth. Distinctive red and black tail.

Bars and Markings
None, body relatively uniform and
free of any clearly visible markings. Slight red tinge in lower fins
in some specimens. Red tail with
black center stands out
Known Range
Countries: Brazil,
Peru, Venezuela, Colombia, French
Guiana.

Colors
Silver body,
Red-tinged
fins
Red and
Black tail

Key
Characters
Adults: can
comb-like teeth
exceed 15 lbs. beak-like mouth
and 1 meter in elongate shape
length
red tail
Size

Behavior Notes
Often found in small groups in shallow water against beaches at midday.
Actively feed in fast water, especially
around rocks.

Habitat
In high gradient rivers,
they appear to occupy
all habitats, from rapids
to quiet pools.

One of the Amazon's most spectacular and challenging game fish, bicuda are a difficult species to
target. Nonetheless anglers can improve their chances of encountering bicuda by
focusing on several techniques and habitats. Since they are dwellers in high gradient rivers and distributed throughout those river's habitats at different times,
anglers can encounter them in several manners;
When feeding, bicuda will actively pursue lures in fast-water tailraces below
waterfalls and in rocky areas or banks at the edges of pools. In these habitats
they are most easily caught with small to medium subsurface swimming plugs,
such as Yo-Zuri Crystal Minnows, Rapala CD 11 and bright streamer flies on a
sinking line. Work close to rocks and retrieve baits fairly slowly, swimming
them around and through submerged rock structure. Hookups in these conditions
and with these types of bait are often surer than in other circumstances, however,
it is recommended that you try to set very forcefully before they start jumping.
Once airborne, they are experts at sending your lure right back to you via their
own fish airmail.
During sunny midday and afternoon hours, small groups of bicuda can be
encountered laid up on beaches, literally at the shallowest edges. A walking stick
bait such as a Heddon Super Spook cast right next to the shoreline will often
elicit an immediate and violent surface strike. Who knows why? Perhaps they're
annoyed at being disturbed while sun bathing! Regardless of what elicits this
reaction, things happen fast now. The hookset must occur immediately under
difficult conditions since lines are rarely tight and rods rarely well-positioned
when an angler is taken by surprise (believe me you're never ready for this even
if you're planning it). The bicuda will immediately begin tailwalking across the
surface. If you survive the aerial reaction, you have a good chance of landing the
fish once he begins his series of short fast runs. If not, and your lure came flying
out, well, you just got one heck of a great show.

Fishing Tactics

Similar Species
Several similar, but smaller species of
Boulengerella are found throughout the Amazon basin. Generally brighter in color with
greenish backs, spots or stripes and a version of
the distinctive red and black tail.
IGFA
Names
records
English: pike-characin
15 pounds
Brazil: bicuda,
Teles Pires River,
Other: Boulengerella
Brazil, 2002

The Characins (Order Characiformes) - Together with the Catfishes (Order Siluriformes),
Characins account for almost 90% of the fish diversity of the Amazon. And diverse is what they are,
both morphologically and ecologically. They range in
size from tiny 13mm tetras to 80 lb. tambaqui and
meter long payara and trairão. They range in shape
from the roundest of fish to the most elongate. They
include the curimatidae, bottom hugging detritus
feeders with no teeth at all and the piranhas, whose
teeth we're all well aware of. They include some of
the mildest mannered aquarium favorites to some of
the fiercest and most exciting gamefish in the world.

Taxonomic
Grouping
Kingdom
Phylum
Subphylum
Superclass
Grade
Class
Division
Subdivision
Superorder
Series
Order
Family
Genus

Latin
Descriptor

English
Translation

Animalia
Chordata
Vertebrata
Gnathostoma
Osteichthes
Actinopterygii
Teleostei
Ostarioclupeiomorpha
Ostariophysi
Otophysi
Characiformes
Ctenolucidae
Boulengerella

animals
with spinal cords
with back bones
jawed vertebrates
bony fishes
ray-finned fishes
completed bones
bone-shield-form
bone-bladder
ear-bladder
Characins
Comb-tooth pike
Boulenger
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Rio Travessão Variety Trip - Winter 2013

All of these big-game species and more—in a single trip!
With its mix of fast water riffles, powerful waterfalls and placid
pools, the Rio Travessao offers an unusually broad range of aquatic
habitat types. Its fierce scaled predators take advantage of productive
hunting grounds, its enormous catfish use the river’s own motion to
deliver their groceries, while a variety of Characiforme and Perciforme species prowl their own particular niches. This is a place where
you can just about have it all. Eight famous big-game species along
with a host of smaller but still exciting exotics prowl these waters and
you can pursue them all on a single exciting trip.
The Travessão’s indigenous community provides our guides
who have, during our past seasons on this river, become experts at
putting our clients on fish and tending to their daily fishing needs.

Not just great boat pilots, they have become skilled and experienced
fishing guides. Coupled with our well-trained and responsive camp
and operating staff, our solid and dependable float-plane access, our
comfortable safari-style camp and our amazingly
Only 11
good food, we can boast of providing a uniquely wild,
spaces
yet surprisingly elegant fishing experience.
left!
In addition to constant upgrades to our camp and
equipment, we are adding an outpost camp this season.
Acting as an overnight sanctuary, it will allow us to reach the extremes of our fishing range and open up new fishing opportunities.
Join us this January and February in this pristine and spectacular environment. The Travessão is the fishing destination of a lifetime.

The "Predator Grand Slam" - broad-shouldered peacocks, goliath trairão
(wolfish), acrobatic bicuda (p. 4) and fanged payara. Catching all of these in a
lifetime can highlight any angler's fishing career. Here, it can be done in a
week! In fact, some have achieved this remarkable feat in a single day!

The "Giant Catfish Grand Slam" - From left to right - The piraiba (goliath catfish) - up to 350 lbs; The pirarara (redtail catfish) - up to 100 lbs; The jundira (leopard catfish) - up to 28 lbs; The sorubim (shovel-nose catfish) - up to 50 lbs.

Endless variety - The Travessão is known for giants, but there's also amazing variety. Besides the big game monsters,
it abounds in exotic and hard-fighting species—Above, L to R; pescada, barba-chata, pacu, pacu myleus, piranha.
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Amazon Tidbits - News from the RIVER
Even more amazing than the amazing fishes of the Amazon, is
the amount of rumor and gossip generated about it. This column will appear from time to time in an effort to report actual
news before it evolves into wildly inexplicable fiction.

spammed, we have requested that all recipients of the e-visa packages send an email confirming receipt. Don’t worry if you don’t
have email; we will still mail out the hard copy to those anglers, or
to those that do not confirm receipt via email.

Going Greener - Two summers ago we converted a large number
of our newsletter recipients from the paper version of our publication
to the email version that most of you are receiving steadily now. We
still send our paper version to all anglers that have taken Acute Angling trips as well as for anyone else that requests it. The end result
is that we have significantly reduced the need for paper, which is the
ecologically sound thing to do.
With the reduction in waste prompted by moving to the email
format for our newsletters, we implemented the same process for our
Brazilian Visa application packages, which we began sending electronically this year. The package includes instructions on how to
process your visa on-line, with a section on filling out the application
and an order form if you wish to use Zierer Visa Services. Since we
all know that we often have email address changes or that things get

With the success of moving these two functions to an email format
we feel that every little step we take to go green, no matter how
small, will ultimately make a positive impact. With that in mind
we are considering sending our post trip questionnaires out in the
same manner. We have noticed over the years that for the hundreds of these questionnaires that we send out yearly, we receive a
relatively small percentage back. We are really interested in your
impressions of our trips and value the feedback that we receive.
We use that information to learn how to make our trips even better
than they are. The nice part is that we will send you a $50 trip
certificate to be used for booking a future trip. It’s a great reward
for telling us how things went on your trip and it keeps us working
towards the ultimate goal of perfecting our trips and improving our
customer’s satisfaction.

The Most Frequently Asked,

“Frequently Asked Questions”

By Garry Reiss
In the nearly two decades that Acute Angling has been operating, we
have booked thousands of anglers on our fishing trips, supplying them
with everything they need for a successful and enjoyable trip to the
Amazon. Our newsletters and pre-trip packages address many of the
questions regarding our trips and we field hundreds of phone calls answering general and technical tackle questions as well. Throughout the
years we’ve found that there are a number of questions that are frequently asked and due to the ever changing nature of this business, the
answers are constantly changing as well. So in our quest to guide and
keep our readers updated, here are some of the most frequently asked
“frequently asked questions” …and their frequently changing answers.

Q. What direct flights are available to Manaus and which is best?
A. This year TAM, American Airlines and Copa are flying Miami to
Manaus on a regular schedule. The best is the one that suits your schedule and preferences. Be aware that prices wax and wane for each.
To Brazil: TAM departs Miami 6:00 AM, arrives Manaus at 12:00 PM
To Home: TAM departs Manaus 2:00 PM, arrives Miami at 8:00 PM
If you can drive to Miami, this is a good choice, however, TAM’s
flight schedule necessitates an overnight in Miami for most anglers in
order to catch the early morning flight and for some, an overnight on
the return, adding two days and extra hotel expenses to your trip.
To Brazil: AA departs Miami 5:30 PM, arrives Manaus 11:30PM
To Home: AA departs Manaus ≈11:45 PM, arrives Miami 5:15 AM.
American’s schedule will streamline the travel process for most,
eliminating extra travel days and hotel stays. Anglers can fly out of
their respective cities in the morning, arriving in Miami with enough
time to connect to the early evening flight to Brazil. The return to Miami in the early morning allows an easy connection back to your home
destination, as long as you’re OK with a red-eye flight.
To Brazil: Copa departs Miami 12:06 PM, arrives Manaus 8:46PM
To Home: Copa departs Manaus 3:52 AM, arrives Miami 12:00 PM.
Copa’s flight stops in Panama City, Panama and so is best for anglers
leaving directly from Miami or, even better, from one of Copa’s other
direct to Panama City airports, such as New York, L.A. or Toronto.

Q. If I wish to spend extra time in Manaus either before or after
my fishing trip, can Acute Angling make reservations for hotel
accommodations?
A. Yes, we can make the appropriate extra reservations to suit your
needs. This year Acute Angling will be returning to the Tropical
Hotel as our base for our included overnight stays in Manaus (p. 3).
For those who wish to reserve extra nights (beyond the night included in your trip) the Tropical will extend their discounted rate of
$160 per night/double occupancy, well below their regular rate of
$240+ per room.
Q. Are fishing tackle and lures available on Acute Angling trips,
so that we don’t have to carry our bulky rod cases to Brazil?
A. Yes. A selection of G. Loomis rods and Shimano reels is available for your use, at no charge, on our Blackwater Explorer yacht
trips. Our unique peacock bass rattle jigs are tied right on the yacht
and available for purchase, along with a limited supply of other
manufactured lures. We recommend, however, that you purchase
your lures well in advance of your trip and bring them with you. We
have constructed a Blackwater Explorer lure package, tailor made for
your trip and available directly from www.tackle-box.net/
Q. What is the usual tip for guides and support staff?
A. Acute Angling follows the industry standard, which we monitor
each year. The current recommended tip for guides is $200 US Dollars, and the same holds true for the support staff (one tip covers the
host, cooks, cleaners and crew).
Please remember that these are dedicated personnel who are responsible for the high quality of our trips and they depend on tipping as
an adjunct to their livelihoods. As with service staff in North American hotels, restaurants and elsewhere, tipping is the accepted way to
ensure that skilled and dedicated workers earn a satisfactory income
while providing additional motivation via the reward of a superior tip
for superior service. It's a traditional way of making sure that all
parties benefit in a fair manner.

2012 - 13 Trip Schedules & Prices
brazil Amazon season schedule
Blackwater Explorer - peacock bass trips
Fall 2012 / winter 2013
#

Leaves Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

Fall 2012 Season - Igapo Açu - Wednesday Transfers

*Note - Available
spaces shown as
of July. 27, 2012

Monster peacock safari trip
Rio Tucano reserve - fall 2012
#

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

E1

Sept. 14th, 2012

Sept. 20th

$4995*

- open -

1

Sept. 12, 2012

Sept. 19

$4750

- Full -

2

Sept. 19, 2012

Sept. 26

$4750

- Full -

E2

Sept. 20th, 2012

Sept. 27th

$6550

- Full -

3

Sept. 26, 2012

Oct. 3

$4750

- Full -

E3

Sept. 27th, 2012

Oct. 4th

$6550

- 2 openings -

E4

Oct. 4th, 2012

Oct. 11th

$6550

- 2 openings -

Fall 2012 Season - Rio Negro Basin - Friday Transfers

Special Price - 5 days - Entry via commercial air and river transport

4

Oct. 5, 2012

Oct. 12

$4250

- Full -

E5

Oct. 11th, 2012

Oct. 18th

$6550

- Full -

5

Oct. 12, 2012

Oct. 19

$4250

- 2 openings -

E6

Oct. 18th, 2012

Oct. 25th

$6550

- 3 openings -

6

Oct. 19, 2012

Oct. 26

$4250

- open -

E7

Oct. 25th, 2012

Nov. 1st

$6550

- 4 openings -

7

Oct. 26, 2012

Nov. 2

$4250

- Full -

E8

Nov. 1st, 2012

Nov. 7th

$4995*

- open -

8

Nov. 2, 2012

Nov. 9

$4250

- Full -

9

Nov. 9, 2012

Nov. 16

$4250

- 8 openings -

10

Nov. 16, 2012

Nov. 23

$3750

- 4 openings -

#

Departs Manaus

Returns

Price

Availability

11

Nov. 23, 2012

Nov. 30

$4250

- Full -

T1

Jan 10th, 2013

Jan. 17

$4950

- Full -

12

Nov. 30, 2012

Dec. 7

$4250

- Full -

T2

Jan. 17, 2013

Jan. 24

$4950

- 4 openings -

13

Dec. 7, 2012

Dec. 14

$4250

- 8 openings -

T3

Jan. 24, 2013

Jan. 31

$4950

- Full -

14

Dec. 14, 2012

Dec. 21

$3250

- open -

T4

Jan. 31, 2013

Feb. 7

$4950

- 1 opening -

Dec. 21, 2012

Dec. 28

Closed

Happy Holidays

T5

Feb. 7, 2013

Feb. 14

$4950

- Full -

15

Dec. 28, 2013

Jan. 4

$4250

- 8 openings -

T6

Feb. 14, 2013

Feb. 21

$4950

- 6 openings -

16

Jan. 4, 2013

Jan. 11

$4250

- Full -

17

Jan. 11, 2013

Jan. 18

$4250

- 4 openings -

#

Departs Manaus

Area

Price

Availability

18

Jan. 18, 2013

Jan. 25

$4250

- openings -

FB

November-Dec.

Rio Xeriuini

$4250

- open -

19

Jan. 25, 2013

Feb. 1

$4250

- open -

WB

January-February

Rio Branco Basin

$4250

- open -

20

Feb. 1, 2013

Feb. 8

$4250

- openings -

21

Feb. 8, 2013

Feb. 15

$4250

- openings -

22

Feb. 15, 2013

Feb. 22

$4250

- 8 openings -

23

Feb. 22, 2013

Mar. 1

$4250

- open -

Special Price - 5 days - Return via commercial air & river transport

Multi-species variety - Rio Travessão - 2013

Amazon fringe floating bungalow camp - 2012/13

Please Note - Peacock bass fishing is controlled by ambient conditions.
In order to ensure a quality experience and productive fishing for our
clients, projected river and date combinations are always subject to
change due to several factors; access to the fishery named, changing
weather conditions and optimal water levels. If factors prevent the use
of a planned region or fishery on specified dates, an alternative fishery
may be used, or alternative dates and/or rainchecks may be offered.

2012—13 worldwide trip options
RIO PARISMINA LODGE - TARPON AND MORE - 2012/13

freshwater Golden Dorado - Argentina

#

Fishing Days

Format

Price

Availability

#

Depart Buenos Aires

Fishing Days

Price

Availability

P3

3 days

2 per room

$2300

- year round -

DZ

Dorado Cua / Capita

2 to 6 Days

$2160-3500

- open -

P4

4 days

2 per room

$2800

- year round -

P5

7 days

2 per room

$4000

- year round -

#

Depart Caracas

Fishing Days

Price

Availability

P6

Individual Pricing

1 per room

Add 8%

- year round -

UF

Jan., Feb., 2013

4 –6 Days

$3995-5995

- openings -

Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime!

Giant payara - uraima falls—venezuela

Toll-free - Paul Reiss - (866) 832-2987

Garry Reiss - (866) 431-1668
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